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MICHAEL W. HASLAM
"Papyri of ApoUonius Rhodius have been remarkably productive of
valuable readings." So Grenfell and Hunt in igoS.i Since then the
material has multiplied many times over, and the statement is as true as
ever. What is a valuable reading ? Of most obvious value is a reading
which is both new—that is to say, unattested in any other manuscript
—
and true. Such a reading directly and immediately ameliorates the text
unless it stands already in the text by conjecture, in which case there may
be value in having ancient testimony for it. Hermann Frankel, in his
brilliant and monumental OCT of 1961, admitted a good number of
conjectures that had not found a place in the texts of his predecessors, and
some of them, including one or two of his own, have since been confirmed
by papyri. This is a most encouraging vindication of Frankel's approach
to the text,2 and very striking to anyone familiar with the much more
meagre returns yielded by, say, the Euripides papyri. There is always the
epistemological problem, of course, the problem of knowing truth, and in
particular there is the danger, especially acute in an author as linguistically
self-conscious as ApoUonius, of what Paul Maas calls deceptive confirma-
tion: 3 an ancient reading is not automatically rendered true by virtue of
its having been proposed by a modern scholar. But for the moment, let me
merely say that I see no need to refuse ever to talk of a papyrus confirming
a conjecture. Far more harm is done, to my mind, by the opposite
and more prevalent fallacy, that if a papyrus agrees with the medieval
* This paper was written before I learned of Hermann Frankel's death. Now it can
only be offered to his memory.
1 P.Oxy. VI 874, intro., speaking of Oxyrhynchus papyri. Cf. Grenfell inJHS 39 (1919)
23. Contra A. Lesky, A History of Greek Literature (English translation, London, 1966) 737:
"The papyri yield little."
2 See the preface to his OCT, and his Einleitung zur kritischen Ausgabe der Argonautica des
Apollonios (Gottingen, 1964), hereafter referred to as Einleitung. "permulta novavi, temere
quod sciam nihil" (OCT praef. xx) looks provocatively back at Wellauer's "contra
librorum consensum nihil novare ausus sum."
3 Textkritik §37.
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manuscripts at a place where a conjecture has been put forward, the text
of the manuscripts is thereby proved sound.
As well as the direct application, simple inferences can be made. If the
medieval tradition should be shown to be more corrupt than had been
thought in every place where it can be tested, it would be reasonable to
suppose that it is in a similar state elsewhere. By exposing unsuspected
defects in the medieval tradition, the papyri put us in a position to reassess
its condition. In this way they serve as a complement to the extraordinarily
rich indirect tradition, represented mainly by quotations in the lexico-
graphers. In his OCT praefatio (vii, cf. Einleitung 18), Frankel calculated
that the papyri bettered the text on average about once in every ten verses,
allowing a generous margin of error either side of that figure. That
represents of course a minimum proportion of corruption in the medieval
manuscripts, for it leaves common errors out of account. Over the last
fifteen years the amount of Argonautica extant on papyrus has increased
severalfold, and Frankel's assessment has held up. H. Erbse, however, who
reviewed the OCT for Gnomon, had more faith in the medieval tradition.
He did not question Frankel's judgment that the papyri bettered the
text as often as Frankel thought. But he nonetheless said (I translate)
:
"Presumably the text transmitted by the manuscripts [he means the medi-
eval manuscripts, of course, not the ancient manuscripts] is nothing like as
bad as the . . . editor thinks. ""* It is one thing to emphasize that the evid-
ence may be unreliable and should not be pressed too hard : it is altogether
another to throw the evidence overboard and resort instead to presumption.
The value of the papyri is precisely that they allow such presumptions to
be tested. They are by way of being a control—however deficient a control
—on the authority, the Glaubwiirdigkeit, of the medieval tradition.
(It is a good general rule, even apart from the papyri, that our modern
texts are in a worse condition than they appear to be. How could it be
otherwise than that there are some corruptions which give no sign of being
such? A practical rule among editors and critics is that the reading of the
manuscripts should not be abandoned unless it has to be. But as E. J.
Kenney has remarked, "There is an important difference between using
the status quo as a methodological convenience and regarding it as true."5
The papyri are a constant reminder that even an apparently sound text
is not necessarily sound, that a conjecture does not have to be necessary in
order to be true—though admittedly it has to be necessary in order to be
known to be true.)
"* Gnomon 35 (1963) 18: "Vermutlich ist der handschriftlich iiberlieferte Wordaut der
Argonautica bei weitem nicht so entstellt, wie der gelehrte und konjekturenfreudige
Herausgeber annimmt."
5 The Classical Text (Berkeley-Los Angeles-London, 1974) 25.
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The estabhshment of the fact and minimum amount of corruption in
the medieval tradition: that is a valuable if discomforting contribution of
the papyri stated in static, synchronic terms. But we are bound to introduce
the historical dimension—I mean, to ask How come? The corruptions
revealed by the papyri might show something of the sorts of way in which
the text was peculiarly liable to corruption, and that in turn might
facilitate the uncovering of the still hidden corruptions and guide the
critic's feet when he takes what Frankel graphically terms the "step into
the void," "der Schritt ins Leere," i.e., resorts to conjectural emendation;
unless, of course, it merely imposes a recognition that detection and
healing are beyond us, and that we shall have to be content after all with
simple and unsatisfying diagnostic statements such as that the text has
suffered from Homeric normalization. The question "How come?" can
also be formulated in more expressly transmissional terms: how did the
medieval tradition come to be the medieval tradition ?
Perhaps it will be as well to get a handle on some of these abstractions
by taking a summary look at an actual papyrus text. Below is printed fr. 2
of P.Oxy. XXXIV 2700, attributed to the third century. The papyrus is
no. I, as coming nearest the beginning of the Argonautica, in the list of
papyri conveniently published by F. Vian in his new and admirable Bude
text; it is also described by its editor, P. Kingston, as offering "the text
most difficult to evaluate" of all the twelve Argonautica papyri in that
volume. It could not be said to be untypical of the Argonautica papyri,
except perhaps insofar as it is a plain text, without alternative readings or
marginalia of any kind.
To the left of the transcription, reproduced as in the ed. pr., I detail any
and all divergencies from the united medieval mss. To the right I list the
cases where the medieval tradition is split and the papyrus agrees with
one or another part of it; these will be taken up later.
For ease of reference I reproduce on the opposite page the text and
apparatus as offered in Frankel's OCT (compiled before the papyrus was
known), with the difTerences between that text and the text of the papyrus
alongside. (There will almost certainly have been more such differences,
for the survival of the papyrus for this passage is only partial.)
Sigla as follows: m = LA, w = SG, k = EJP.^ We are at the end of the
catalogue of Argonauts, as they go down to the beach to the ship.
^ L, the first representative of m, is the famous cod. Laur. gr. 32.9, nowadays dated
ca. 960-980 (Irigoin, REG 74 [1961] 514). The w family is associated with Maximus
Planudes. Much progress has been made with k, the "Cretan recension," since the OCT:
see Vian, Rev. Hist. Textes 2 (1972) 1 71-195. It is basically a sub-family o{ m; Vian has
found P to be a descriptus ofJ, which is in turn a descriptus of E.
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207 0[a)]i<eC[a)v: ^cokt^cov codd.
2 1 5 EUeiaov : 'lAiaoov codd.
{ElXiooov J)
2 1 8 AvyKouo^ : Xx/yaiois codd.
{AxryKodoi^ coni. Livrea)
219 i[TTl Kp}ora.(poiai: i-n'
dKpordTotoi codd. Z {in''
darpceyd^ouri coni.
Frdnkel coni. S (fi'y
Kingston
220 diip[o]iiivai (sic) : -fxevco codd.
nTepv[yai (hoc accenlu)
:
nrip- codd.
223 om.
T[S]aoai: rdaaoi codd.
owiir)o[ (i.e., ovv ix'/ia- ?)
:
ovtiirfiOTopiS codd. S
235 iv^pees : iirap^ia k, -Ties m w
239 .' aTrfpxotiivov\o : intpxo-
liivujv codd., avepx-
Meineke
242 Tot[o]v (sic) : rdaaov codd.
]«[
]em»cA;)[
]€7}iwd[
]?7>^o>'[
k-']T7)[
]?[-]y« [
]o"E'<[
....-iePvn.l-\wd[
]AiT)i7-Toei.y[
]auKaAato[
icpexevl
]759p7,K[..,]u[-]x.[.l.fP-[
dpritKioo^op€r]oav€p€iliaTOKe[
eiJieiaoimp[.]TTapo{.6exopoj€vi.di[
Kcutuv[.]yu>veKad€vaap^-n8[.]v[
KAfiova[. .]woTaMoto77-apa[. . .] [
?ii/yK(uoa[. .l.fiaaaenepLvfV .e[. .]i.[
Ta)/i€ve[. . . .]07009 01[.]nTo6ajv<9'>£Ka[
oet.ovaei.[. .]^tfvai7rTepu[. .
.I^TXE
XiyuaaaiO0oAi,deaoidia\_
KpcuxToae[
ovdefievov6a[
l06i,nl. .]7r£Ai.[ ] . goto
^u)iy[. .].ival ]fp.[. . .]0T)ia)[
a?iXoip[. . . .]Tai/j[ IvtKpl ]io/j[
T[.'\aaai,apcu.oov[. .'\T]avvnr]g[
Toiianf[. .]pK7[. . .]afii,vvaaTr[
kikAtjokI . ]vnaAanavTa[
017T .[.']iaTO . KcuapLOTOia0a[
€iin[ ].[ Icucanovl
.]Aki[ ]Tia^.ivtn)[
]eooi.v€napTia.[
]o^Tai€7r7)pe€CT[
]ca'6(30ia[.]7reip'aAav[
laareoaevO . [
] rTJTiSeo a/i[
IcraiMvSiadea' ' oi[
]/xeTe7Tp[.]7ro>' coS[
]xeot.<a[
]o(tovom[
-i^l
dvep^i/iaro w (-Bpetli- G)
:
215 dvepelili- m k test
225 ^oto w: iijos m k
eiev m w: Biov k
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'Ek S' apa 0ajKT]ujv kUv "ItpiTos, 'OpvvTiSao <p[a)]i<
Nav^oXov eKyeyaws' ^elvos 8e ol eoKe Trapoidev,
-qp-o? e^Tj Tlvduihe deoTrponlas ipeetvojv
vavTiXirjs, toOl yap p.iv iol? vneBeKTO 86p.oLOi,. 2 10
ZrJT7]s av KdXat<i re Boprjioi vie? LKdodrjv,
ov£ ttot' ^Epe^d'qls Boperj reVev 'QpeWvLa
iaxocrii] 0p-^Kr]s Svox^ip-epov evd" apa TT]vye
Qp-qiKios Boperj? ccvepeLipaTO KeKpoTTLTjdev,
UXiGuov TTpoTTCcpoiOe x°PV ^'''' Siveuouffav,
Kai p.iv ayojv CKaOev, Uap7Tr]8ovLrjv odi Trerprjv
KXetovoLV 7Torap.olo irapa poov ^Epyivoio,
XvyaioLs i8dp.aao€ vepl vecpeeaoi KuXvipag.
TOJ p.ev eV darpaydXotai. ttoScov CKdrepdev ipep^vds
aeiov deipop.evaj Trrepvyas, fxeya 6dp.^os ISeadai,
XpvaeiaLS cpoXiSeooL Siavyeag- dp.cpl he vcurots"
Kpdaros e^ VTrdroio /cat avx^vos evOa /cat evda
xvdveai Soveovro p-erd TivoLfjoiv eOeipai.
Ovhe p.ev ovhi' avrolo Trdts p-eveaivev "AKaoTO?
IcpdipLov rieXiao 86p.oi? evL Trarpos erjos
/Ltt/xva^etv, "Apyos re deds vnoepyos 'Adiqvrjs,
dXX' apa /cat toj p.eXXov ivLKpLvOrjvai 6p.iXcp.
Toaaoi dp" AloovlStj ovp-ix-qcTOpes rjyepeOovTO. -at ovi
Tovs p.ev dpiOTTJas Mivvas vepLvaierdovTes
klkXtjokov p.dXa vdvras, enel Mivvao Ovyarpwv 230
ol vXeloToi Kal dpioTOL dcp^ at/xaro? evxeroojvTO
ep.p.evai, cos" Se Kat avrov 'Iijoova yeivaTO p.'qrrjp
'AXKip-eSr] KXvp.evris Mivvrjibos eKyeyavla.
Avrdp eVet hp.u>eooiv eVaprea ttc^vt' erervKTO
oaoa nep evrvvovrai teVapre'a ev8o6i vrjes, 235 enrjpees
cut' av dyj] XP^'o? dv8pas virelp dXa vaurlXXeoBai,
Stj tot' Loav p.eTd vqa St' aareo?, ev6a -nep dKTai
/cAet'ovrat IJayaaal Maym^TiSeg- dp.<pl he Xadjv
ttXtjOvs 07Tepxop.evwv a/xuSt? 6eov, ol he cpaeivoi
doTepes clj? vecpeeaoi p-eTenpeTTov. whe S' eKaoTos 240
eweirev eloopocov avv Tevxeoiv dlaoovTas'
"Zev dva, tls FleXiao voo? ; ttoBl toooov 6p.iXov
qpcjaiv yalrjs IJavaxadhos eKTodi /SaAAet;
dvepeifjaTo
2 1 5 etAetaou
Auy/cato?
e[7nKp]oTa(poLat
220 -p.evas
22 T eoto
-p.€vov]a deev
Toi\o\v
213 neque evda neque apa satis aptum 214 avepeiiliaro LAPE : -epiiji- {-eOplijs- G) SG;
cj. 21.503, uhi dv€p€Lipdp.€vos omnes, contra iv. 918 dvepetparo LP-ASG : -pva- PE {ex 861?);
Ap. vel altera vel altera vel utraque forma usus esse potest {v. Piatt 33. 30) 215 marg. dXXo
Kifpiaov ypd(povai PE {cf. schc, lin. i6), male 217 TTapd{p) LSGPE: napal p. corr. V, A
219 darpaydXoLOi Fr: dKpoTaTOiai libri {ex 183): gl. in dKp. tt.' rots a(pvpois ^ tois
doTpayaXoLs schh^ epefjivds APE sch : ipvp-vas SG: utrumque (e supra v scr.) L 220 ddfi^os
LASG: davfia PE: cf. 1307 225 eijos LAPE: iolo SG {cf. 667, ii. 656, al.) 235 eVaprea
PE:
-T€€s LASG; ex 234 239 a-nepxopiivojv Meineke {ad Theocr. 21. 49): inepx- libri
Oeov PE: deev LASG: v. ad iv. 689
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Ignoring orthographica (which are interesting but of minor impor-
tance),'' in two cases the papyrus brings indubitable truth where the text
had been suspected but not put right:
(i) In 219 we find e'[7ri Kp]ord(pot.aL for eV aKporaroiai,. The Boreads
had two pairs of wings, one at their feet and the other at their
temples; this is known not only from Hyginus and Statins and
visual representations but actually from the so-called Orphic
Argonautica, which is closely derived from Apollonius and ought
really to have given the clue. As for eV aKpoTdroiai, it seems
incredible—in hindsight—that it should have been printed with
scarcely a hint of suspicion right up until Frankel. Frankel
thought that he had in fact recovered the correct reading from
the scholium here : eV darpayaXoLaL, at their ankles. One suspects
that if he had not had the dubious benefit of the scholium, he
would have reached the true solution. (The papyrus shows the
corruption part-way there : note the omission of 6, probably by
haplography.)
(ii) In 235, eTTaprea had been defended by more than one editor.
With scepticism now shown to be well justified, Frankel daggered.
in-qpees is clearly right.
^
So much for indubitable truth. Let us go to the other end of the scale,
to indubitable error, and then move into the more slippery middle ground.
(iii) The omission of v. 223 is self-evidently due to homoearchon
{KPA:KYA).
(iv) T[d](TCTat in 228, of the catalogue of Argonauts, is a quirky little
blunder. Perhaps induced by AloovlSr) following, by a simple
kind of phonetic attraction ?
(v) In 220, the editor read aet[. .Jjitemt, which would be completely
unintelligible. But on the plate (PI. V) what I see is aeip[o]iJ,€vas.
Due, I suppose, to straightforward attraction to ipefMvds . . .
TTTcpvyas. (But I dare say if aeipo/LceVa? alone had been trans-
mitted, it would have found its defenders.)
(vi) In 218, Auyatots' and AvyKat.09 make an intriguing pair of
alternatives. The editor strongly championed the papyrus'
^ (i) In 215 ElXioaov is the right reading: elXioa - Sivevovaav (see Campbell, CQ^
21 [1971] 404 f.). (ii) <PioKelcDv (207) is a v. 1. for ^coK-quiv at //. 2.517, and may have been
Aristarchus' reading (cf. schol. adloc). (iii) Trripvyas (220) is the accentuation prescribed
by Herodian.
8 Cf. Frankel, OCT praef. vii, Einleitung 39, R. Renehan, Greek Textual Criticism, 19.
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AvyKaios, but otherwise there seems to be general agreement,
which I share, that Xvyaioi? should be allowed to stand^. I will
not repeat the reasons, merely observe that AvyKaios, which on
the face of it is a very difficult reading to account for unless it is
genuine, might be the scribe's inadvertent portmanteau of
AvyKevs and 'AyKulos: Lynceus was mentioned just above at 151
and 153, and Ancaeus twice since; add that at 125 AvpKTqiov
"Apyos appears as AvyK-qiov "Apyos in all the mss.^o
(vii) ovvfXTjaTopeg at 228 might simply be dissimilation. If it is not, but
represents gw prepositional with AlaovLhr], I think it is wrong;
but I shall not spend time arguing about it.i^
(viii) In 239, there is only a single letter left of the supposed a-nepxo-
p,€vov\s, but what else could it have been? arrepxafxevovs should
definitely be preferred to aTrepxapievco, which is quite redundant
with ^eov.i2 'phe corruption to the genitive is perfectly natural
after Xawv ttXt^Ovs. (The corruption at the beginning of the word
in the mss., the unmetrical eV- for a-n-, will be a separate, un-
connected error. The papyrus may have had it or not.)
(ix) Finally, Tot[o]v in 242 : the reading was reported in an addendum,
and seems to have escaped notice. It is surely better than roaoov.^^
At 228 above, Toaaoi and only rooaoi is appropriate, in the
summing-up line for the catalogue, but here in 242 what impresses
the natives is not the quantity of the heroes—there are not so very
many of them, after all—but their quality, as just described in
239-241. There is hardly need to ask for a specific cause of the
corruption ofrotov to roooov, but it would be ungracious to refuse
the one that is offered us: aioaovTas immediately above (cf.
eVaprea in 235).
To sum up: in this short passage the papyrus corrects four errors
common to the medieval mss.;!"* two of them in previously suspected but
9 Vian, Rev. Et. Gr. 82 (1969) 232 and Bude text; Del Corno, Gnomon 45 (1973) 545;
Campbell, CQ, 2 1 (1971) 405.
10 The scholium ad lac. attests to both readings. AvyK-qiov was defended by Brunck and
anew by D. N. Levin {GRBS 4 [1963] 9-17).
11 The fact that the compound is unhomeric is hardly an argument against its being
Apollonian. Cf. e.g., vcprjTope'; 1.22 (I do not know whether it has been noted that this is
modelled on a.(pr)ropos, of controversial interpretation at II. 9.404).
12 So Vian in a note complementaire to his Bude text, p. 250.
13 Mr. A. H. Griffiths, to whom I am very grateful for discussion, disagrees. He would
defend roaaov by reference to ttovXvv ofxiXov at //. 10.517.
1** Vian would agree with this assessment, except insofar as he missed toIov; I would
hope that Frankel would too.
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unmended places. It also has some errors peculiar to itself; but these do not
matter so much, nor would any number of them vitiate the true readings.
Scribal blunders are often invoked in order to discredit good readings, as
if the presence of a blunder in one place were somehow incompatible with
the preservation of truth in another. Some papyri are better than others,
of course; a schoolboy's text will probably be less reliable than a scholar's.
But however bad a text may be, however stupidly copied and uncontrolled,
it is still liable to carry truth that was later to be lost. And we are not
setting up a contest between the ancient ms. and the medieval ones, but
trying to form some idea of the absolute state of the paradosis.
Nearly all the errors noted above, both those of the medieval tradition
and those of the papyrus, are of the simple transcriptional kind that any
of us might commit in copying out the text. (Though what is easily
committed may not be so easily detected.) They are produced by factors
ofpalaeography and sense combined, and that is all. Things are not always
so simple.
Grenfell and Hunt pointed the way, Frankel followed it. Prejudice
against new papyrus readings (together with its counterpart, undue and
unfounded faith in the transmitted text) has impeded restoration of
Apollonius' text of the Argonautica less than is the case with some other
authors. Individual papyrus readings have on the whole been well
evaluated. There are perhaps one or two instances where a reading has
not quite been given its due. Here is one which bears on the rationale of
corruption.
4,445 f. (In this and all subsequent quotes, I quote from Frankel's
text.)
Z';)^eTAi' "Epcos, fieya TTrjfjLa, /ue'ya orvyog avOpcoTToiaiv,
e/c aeOev ovXoyievai t' epiSes orovaxcci re yooi re
t' non hahet P.Oxy. XXXIV 2694 (II) 15 Tr6voi pap.
In 446 the papyrus is without the elided re presented by the medieval mss.
Frankel suggests that an inadvertent omission is likelier than an inadvertent
addition {Einleitung 15), and subsequent editors have followed him in his
retention of the particle. But who said the corruption was inadvertent?
t' was surely put in to avert the hiatus, as frequently in Apollonius and
elsewhere. There is no objection to the hiatus, of course: cf.
4. ID 1
1
Kovprj S' ovXojJLevu) vtto Set'/Ltocrt ktX.
II. 20.253 aire xoXcoodixevai epiSos Trepi Oviio^opoLo
Od. 1 1.410 eWa avv ovXopLevr) aAd;(a» ktX.
15 II =r 2nd cent, of our era; similarly below.
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{rrovoi for yooi would take more time to discuss, and is less to my purpose.
I will just say that I am less sure than Frankel that it is wrong, and the utrum
in alterum principle is in favour of it.) ^^
Certainly, a lot of the corruption in the Argonautica is due to scribal
inadvertence, and not always of the every-day kind committed or exposed
by P.Oxy. 2700. Homer was always more popular than Apollonius, and a
scribe set to copy out the Argonautica might well write down the Homeric
phrase out of his head instead of what stood before him in his exemplar.
Confronted with hi-rras ajxcporiprjaLv, "(he took) the cup in both hands,"
the scribe oi P.Oxy. XXXIV 2695 (or a predecessor) wrote hi-na? ufxcpc-
KvneXXov: the collocation SeVa? ajxcp- triggered the familiar continuation.
At 1. 78 1 most modern readers were perfectly happy with Jason going
"in front of the city along the path," irpo ttoXtjos ava gtl^ov, as the
medieval mss. have him do, until a papyrus turned up with Trpo-rroXoio
Kara otl^ov, "in the footsteps of the handmaid." i'^ The unhomeric
npoTToXoLo had given place to the Homeric irpo ttoXtjos.
Invasion from Homer is a well-known phenomenon in the Argonautica,
and it is not always the straightforward substitution of the ordinary
Homeric phrase for the Apollonian variation of it. The insidious pressures
exerted by the more readable and memorable epics are perhaps to be seen
at work in the following two cases.
3.1299 ff. cti? S' ot' ivl TprjTolatv ivppivoL ^o(ivoiai,v
(pvoai xaXKtjctJV ore p.4v t' a.va[j,ap[ialpovoiv
TTvp oXoov TTipLTTpaaai, ot' av XrjyovoLv avrixrjs,
Seivos S' ii avTcov TreXerai ^p6p.os, ottttot' at^rj
veioOev—tS? ccpa, ktX.
ca>]ana}pfi.vpovaiv P. Alil. Vogl. Ill I2i (IV), voluit sane avap.op-, q. coniecerat Ruhnken
This is one of the few places where Frankel had retained a ms. reading in
the face of a true conjecture. ^^ We are in an elaborate simile comparing
the fire-breathing bulls to the bellows of a furnace, avafiopfivpoj occurs
once and once only in Homer: it is what Charybdis did. Od. 12.237 ff--
Ty Tot ot' i^ejieaeie, Xd^rjs cos ^ TTvpl ttoXXo)
TTaa dvap-oppLvpeoKe KVKcoixevrj' vipoue 8' ccx^rj
OLKpoLOt (jKoneXoiaLv eV oi.p.cpoT€poLaiv emTrrev.
aAA' ot' dva^po^eie daXaaorjs dXp-vpov vScop, ktX.
16 Cf. Vian, Rev. Et. Gr. 82 (1969) 232 (and ap. LivTca's ed. of bk. 4 ad loc). Cod. C,
one of Demetrius Moschus' mss., has rroXefj-ol re p.dxai re {GRBS 15 [1974] 120), no doubt
a wilful alteration.
17 Grenfell, JHS 39 (1919) 23, Wilamowitz, Hermes 58 (1923) 73, Frankel, AJP 71
(1950) 1 1 3-1 14 n. I (and connoisseurs of the horrific should see Dain, Rev. Phil. 17 [1943]
56-61).
18 As he would himself now agree (see P. Mil. Vogl. Ill, p. 18).
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In the Odyssey passage there is an alternation between the belching out
and the sucking in, as here between the bellows blowing and—ceasing to
blow (ore . . . cjTe) . 19 avaixapfxaipovaiv, the reading of the medieval
tradition, is quite inappropriate: there is no justification for the preverb,
and bellows do not gleam. (I am aware that this is a rather summary
dismissal, but I think it is fair.) It is wrong: but how did it originate? The
verb is not attested anywhere else. I should guess that ^^aA^Tjcov . . .
avafiopfjLvpovaiv, by foggy phonetic association, stirred up such Homeric
phrases as ;^aA>fea p-apixaipovra, and thus the copyist unwittingly wrote
fiapfxaipovaiv instead of pLOpp.vpovoiv. (Cf. eTTiKporatpoLOi -^ CTTaKpoTaroiai
at 1.219, p. 52 above: perhaps that would not have happened but for
Homer's eV aKporarco, eV ccKporaTrj, etc.)
1. 1 201 fF. COS S' orav aTrpocpdrcjs lorov veo?, eure jLtaAtara
^€i[xepLrj 6X0010 SvoLS Tre'Aei ^Qpiajvo?,
vtfjoOev ifMTrXrj^acja 6orj avip.010 Kardi^
avToiai acprjveoaiv vneK Trporovojv ipvarjTai, ktX.
]aaGa PSI X liys (I) {e^nrXijaacra G)
ifjLTTXrj^aaa is guaranteed, as Frankel points out, by Aratus 422-424, el 8e
Ke vrjl/ uipodev ipLvXiq^r) Seivrj dvefxoLo dveXXaj avTOjg d-npocpaTO?, ktX. Frankel
suggests that the papyrus reading was ipLTrp-qoaoa.'^^ With Iotov up above
awaiting a verb, and ^017 dvip-oio Kardi^ following, it is then difficult to
resist the thought that there has been some contamination from epic
phrases like the following:
//. 1.48 1 iv S' dvep-os TTprjaev pLeaov lariov . . .
Od. 2.427 eTTprjaev S' dve/xos jxioov lariov . . .
H. Bac. 33 efiTTvevaev S' avepLos /acctov lariov . . . (epLTrp-qaev temptaverim^^
)
But it is perhaps more likely that the papyrus read ip^TrXrjaaaa, as G, in
which case Homer is nihil ad rem.
Then there are a number of variants whose origin I would be tempted to
find less in the Homeric permeation of scribes than in the Homeric
erudition of scholars.
1.374 f. atet Se Trporepco ^dap^aXcorepov i^eXdxcctvov
arelpr}?- iv 8' oA«:ai ^eards aropeaavro cpdXayyas.
i^- codd. et PSIXV 1478 [III) : a^^- P.Berol. 1 1690 (III)
19 Both passages involve a simile, too: Charybdis avafxopixvpeoKe like a cauldron on the
boil.
20 Einleitung 20.
21 enprjaev GemoU. One or the other must surely be read: iiinveu) is never used thus.
(LSJ's entry for efirrvew II. i should be deleted.)
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The Argonauts are digging a trench in the beach for the launching of the
Argo. The word Apollonius uses is i^eXdxccivov, an apparent coinage
evidently derived from the one and only occurrence of a {-)XaxaLva> verb
in Homer, namely Od. 24.242, where Laertes is busying himself in his
garden "digging around a plant:" ^ tol 6 fxev Kardxojv KccpaXrjv cpvrov
afx(peXdxaLV€v. A third-century Berlin papyrus proffers dficpeXaxaivov in
the Apollonius passage. 22 Now there can be no doubt that i^eXaxaivov
is right; that is made quite clear by the use of the word and the simplex
by Apollonius and by other Hellenistic poets. 23 The dfMcpL compound is a
hapax, and it seems extremely unlikely that the displacement of e^- by dfxcp-
in the papyrus should be due to the copyist's unconscious substitution of a
hapax, however thoroughly steeped in Homer he may have been. Is not its
origin more likely to be a commentary or marginal scholium noting what
any self-respecting modern commentary would, namely the dependence
of Apollonius' e^eAaxatvov on Homer's a/x99eAa;^aivev?24
3.1225 KoX tot' dp Al-qTT]? TTcpl jxkv OT-qOeaaiv eeoTO
dioprjKa OTd8iov
€e]aa€v P.Berol. 17020 (VII-VIII)
Aeetes put on his breastplate. eeoTo, with two epsilons, is attested only
once in Homer: //. 12.464, XdpLTre he. ;^aA/cai/ a/xepSaAe'oj, tov eeoTo Trepl
Xpoi ktX. a papyrus codex dated to the seventh or eighth century (this is
very interesting, as showing that there were mss. around in this late period
with significant readings not found in the medieval tradition) has eeaaev.
(The beginning of the word is lost, but it is hardly open to doubt.) This
form, if the apparatuses are to be trusted, is not attested in Homer at
all25—but the single-epsilon form eaaev is, and always in circumstances
where the substitution of eeaaev would be metrically possible.26 eeacrev is
just as respectable a form as the middle eecTo. Presumably the middle is
^^ P.Berol. 1 1 690; Forsch. und Berichte Staatl. Museum von Berlin, Arch. Beitr. 10 (1968)
I23f.
23 Ap. Rh. 4.1532 altfia Se x"A/cei7jai ^adiiv ratpov iieXaxaivov. For the simplex see
PfeifFer at Callim. fr. 701. Zenodotus read eXdxeia for Xdxeia (etymologized as wapd to
Xaxalveadai) in Homer {Od. 9. 116, 10.509), but we do not know whether anyone ever
made out that the verb was iXaxaivcj. (Ch. de Lamberterie, Rev. Phil. 49 [1975] 236 f.
discusses the etymology.)
2"* The scholia are constantly comparing the linguistic usages of the Argonautica with
those ofHomer. They adduce Homeric models, they illustrate Homer's use where it differs
from Apollonius', and so on. (Deviation from Homeric usage is castigated: hence textual
normalization.)
25 Bekker introduced it, however.
26 eeaaev (or rather eeaaev, or rather again Ifeaaev) will be the older form. Cf. the
parallel middle parts ieaaaTojeaaaTo as mutual w. 11. at //. 10.23.
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right, since Aeetes is putting the breastplate not on someone else but on
himself. How then did it get replaced by eeaaev ? Substitution of active
endings for passive is common enough, but not when it results in a vox
nihili. Some little disquisition on the past forms of eVvu/xi in Homer could
be responsible.
(Something similar seems to have happened at 3.454, the well-known
avTO's 6' oLog erjv otoiai re (pdpeaiv elro {k: -qaro mw: eoro d). Frankel
compares Od. ii.igi, where the mss. offer variously (xpol etjuara) elrai,
eloTai, rjrai and rjcTai (so Zenodotus, test, schol. : '^oto Aristarchus) . There
seems little chance of establishing what Apollonius wrote.)
An alleged occurrence ofone such form elsewhere in this book prompts me
to make an elementary methodological point. At 3.263, Chalciope is pathetic-
ally greeting her sons
:
SeiAi7 iyo), otov ttoOov 'EXXdSos eK-rrodev dr-qs
XevyaXerjs Opi^oco icprjixoavvrjaiv eveode
Trarpos-
-ai]yey€g[d€ {ut leg. Z^^^z) vel -ai]yeXeg[d€ (ut leg. Grenfell-Hunt; -aiv eXeaOe coniecerat
Brunch) P.Oxy. VI 874 (H/III): -ai veeadai {mk) vel -de {w) codd.'^''
The question at issue is the verb. "Ah me, what a desire for Greece you
at the behest of your father." 28 Brunck had conjectured eXeaOe for the
nonsense of the mss., and P.Oxy. 874 has either that or, as Professor Zuntz
would prefer to read, evecOe.'^^ A pamphlet has recently been published in
which the reading offered by cod. G is taken to be €€o9e, which is then
defended: "you put on desire. "30 eecrro at 3.1225 is adduced to support the
tense (pluperfect), and cppealv elpiivos cxAkt^v at //. 20.381 is adduced to
support the sense, the extended meaning. Such far-flung analogical procedures
seem to me a sure way of perpetuating any grotesquerie that the mss. might
happen to hand down. No mention is made of the dative that regularly attends
the verb: Apollonius does not mean to say, "you put desire on the behests of
Phrixus." And with veeaOai as verse-ending I do not know how many times
in Homer and in the Argonautica, the ratio corruptelae stares one in the face. 3 1
—
And what is said of the papyrus? Nothing at all, it is simply ignored. It might
as well not have been found. In the same pamphlet are defended other read-
ings of the medieval mss. where a conjecture has been proposed which is now
known to be an ancient reading. Now it could be that they are all instances
27 In cod. G (which with cod. S effectively constitutes w) eeaOai is written in an erasure
after v (i.e., the w reading was ahered to the mk reading).
28 Read XevyaXejjs? [Mr. A. H. Griffiths now tells me this was proposed by Piatt.]
29 I have seen a photograph, on which A looks better than y; but I have not seen the
original. Not 6 {edfcrOe coni. Frankel, J^oten 341).
30 G. Giangrande, <^m Sprachgebrauch Technik und Text des Apollonios Rhodios, Classical and
Byzantine Monographs i (Amsterdam, 1973) 21 f.
31 It is the commonness of yalav iKeodat. as verse-ending that lends plausibility to
Frankel's bold suggestion at 3.775.
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of "deceptive confirmation." ^2 But a papyrus reading is at least evidence, and
should enter the discussion. A procedure which cuts out half the evidence
—
and that the only half known to be ancient—is not best calculated to lead to
the truth.
T. S. Kuhn, investigating the resistance which new scientific truths invari-
ably encounter, observes that "normal" science (as he terms it) "often
suppresses fundamental novelties because they are subversive of its basic
commitments."33
1.798 eure Qoas ccarolaL Trar-qp e/io? ifi^acLXeve
? ?9t] ayaaae P.Oxy. XXXIV 26g8 (fl)
The medieval mss. have ifi^aaiXeve, the papyrus . .aaae, which the editor
suggested was avaaae; and what can this be in fact but tcpt ccvaaae?
Neither can be a gloss upon the other. I suppose e/i^SaatAeue is right.
Homer never uses l(pi avdaauj (as opposed to simple avdaaco) with dat. pers.
ifju^amXeva) occurs twice in the Iliad, once in the Odyssey—there preceded
by Trarrjp ifjLOs: rfjoiv 8' djxcporiprfcn Trarrjp ip-os ip-^aalXeve {Od. 1 5.4 1 3).
A still more striking case of such equivalents or quasi-equivalents is at
the mourning of Cyzicus
:
1. 1057 rifxara he rpla Trdvra yowv tlXXovto re ^^aiVas'
K€lpoy[To P.Oxy. XXXIV 2696 (II)
tLXXovto vs. KeipovTo. Each of these words, in this form, is hapax legomenon
in Homer, in each case preceding re xatVa?. {Od. 10.567 il,6iievoi. Se kut
avdi, yoojv tlXXovto re ^^atra?; Od. 24.46 Sd/cpua Oepfia x^°^ Aavaol
KeipovTo T€ ^^atVa?.) Whichever is right (and this time I think it is
probably the papyrus version), ^4 I should imagine the other to be due
ultimately to the deliberate adduction of the Homeric doublet.
2.135 f. cS? oty' ovK€Tt, 8r)v p.evov eixveSov dXXd KeSaadev
etaa) Be^pvKLrj?, ^Ap.VKov fMopov dyyeAeovres'
oyyeAAMTe[s P.Oxy. XXXIV 2697 (III)
The Bebrycians are spreading the news of their king Amycus' death at the
hands of the Argonauts. The issue is between the future participle and the
present. There is room for argument as to which is the more appropriate
32 I should be surprised if anyone but Giangrande is prepared to retain al^a fxeXav
Teraytuv neXeKw fteyav ijSe AceAatvoi' at 2.1 19, however. [Cf. now E. Livrea, Gnomon 47
(1975) 354 f.] avTCTayciv might have been "eine aus der Luft gegriffene Form" (Gian-
grande op. cit. 49, n. 3) when Sanctamandus proposed it, but it is now in P.Oxy. XXXIV
2697 ad loc. {avTeTay(cov) in marg.).
33 The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago, 1970), 151.
34 Discussed by Vian, Rev. Et. Gr. 82 (1969) 231 ; Del Como, Gnomon 45 (1973) 544;
Vian, Bude ed. p. 100. At Od. 24.46 Kelpovro is v. 1 for Keipocvro.
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to the situation. 35 Despite first appearances, it is unlikely that ayyeAAovre?
is a simple corruption from ayyeAeovre?. The feminine fut. part. ayyeA-
eovoa is very common in Homer, and so far as I know that never gets
corrupted to the present; any corruption tends to go the other way (under
metrical influence?). The only masculine participle of ayye'AAcu in an
oblique case in Homer is at //. 17.701, at verse-end as here, of Antilochus
bearing the news of Patroclus' death to Achilles. (Do we again have a
deliberate contextual affinity?) And there too there are variant readings:
the medieval manuscripts have ayyeAeovra, a third-century papyrus
ayye'AAovTa.36 In Apollonius at least I think we should print the spondeiazon.
Whether the alternative owes its existence more to scholarship or to
accident I should not like to say, but scholarship (if that is not too grand
a word for concern to impose Homeric norms) should not be ruled out.
A more intriguing choice is posed by an Amherst papyrus at i. 777, as
Jason makes his radiant way to the city of Lemnos.
1.774 ff- ^1 ^' tVeval TTporl aoTV, (paeivo) aarepi taos,
6v pa T€ vrjyaTeT]OLv iepyofxevai kuXu^t^olv
vvjjbcpai diqrjoavTO Sofxcov virep avreAAovrcc,
Kal o(pLoi Kvavioio Si' aWepos o/n/Ltara 6eXyei
KaXov ipevdofxevos, ktX.
aidepos P.Amh. II 16 (II/III) : ijepos codd. {rjpepos L)
The papyrus' St' aWepog is actually printed by Frankel, though I cannot
imagine anyone else printing it, and I suspect the main reason Frankel
did was to encourage radical thinking. Apollonius is fond of St' rjepos
(see Ardizzoni adloc), and often makes a point ofusingitin contexts where
Homer would say St' aldipos.^'^ But it would be strange if a scribe were
so steeped in Homer as to substitute subconsciously aWepos and yet not
steeped enough to have been deterred by Kvavdoio: what could be less
Homeric than dark aether? (I will not complicate the discussion still
further by introducing the scholium, which glosses Kvavioto with vvv
35 Cf. Frankel, Noten 164 n. 28, Vian Rev. Et. Gr. 82 (1969) 231.
36 It is interesting to find Homeric w. 11. recurring as w. 11. in the text of the Argo-
nautica. So with eoio/e-^o? at 1.225 (P- 5° above), eaoevavToj-ovTO at 2. 121 and //.
11.549, ^rid <^f- the w. 11. at 3.454 (p. 58 above). So too e.g., enXer' auVij (Et. Gen.) vs.
CTrAero (pcDv-q (codd.) at 1. 1 249, in parallel with Ik€t' avr-q (Aristarchus) vs. t/cero <pcovq
(codd.) at //. 11.466; cf. 2.124 {noXiollTTeXioi), 1.275 (op^X^et/e/jex^er). Homeric
hypomnemata influenced not only the original formation of the text of the Argonautica
(Erbse, Hermes 81 [1953] 163-196) but also its subsequent transformations.
37 Similarly Callimachus locates stars in the a^p, fr. 1 10.7, hy. 4.176. On aryp and aWi^p
in Apollonius, see H. Faerber, ^ur dicht. Kunst in Ap. Rh. Argonautica 77. Cf. M. L. West at
Hesiod Thwg. 697 and N. J. Richardson, The Homeric Hymn to Demeter, 52.
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Xafinpov, "here 'bright'"!) It would be folly to insist on absolute con-
sistency for Apollonius, and I can see a nice case being made for a nonce
Apollonian reversal of the one time that Homer does in fact say St' rjepos
and not Si' aWepos. But whichever is opted for, the other could well owe
its presence to a comparison with Homeric usage. 38
It should not be thought that the above corruptions are representative.
What we saw when comparing P.Oxy. 2700 with the medieval mss. were
more run-of-the-mill affairs, such as might befall the text of any author.
But over and above these there are the sorts of corruption to which the
Argonautica was peculiarly liable by its very nature, and it is the pathology
of some of this more particular class that I have tried to illustrate above.
There are many other interesting doublets that I have not touched on,
such as avrpoj €VL t,a6ea) {P.Oxy. XXXIV 2691) and avrpo) ev -qyadecp
(codd.) at 4.1 131, or Ovfiov airoTrv^iuiv [P.Oxy. XXXIV 2694) and Ovfiov
avaTTV€LU)v (codd.) at 4.472; TrAotTU vojTov (PSI ^ ^^72) for TrXarvv a>p,ov
(codd.) at I.I 198 is an aberration paralleled at Theoc. 24.125. Perhaps
I have seen significance where none exists; but in a text like the Argon-
autica, it is probably better to see too much significance than too little.
All this reminds us, ifwe have forgotten it, that for a proper appreciation
of Apollonius it is necessary to know Homer oflf by heart, inside out and
back to front. (I do not lay claim to a proper appreciation of Apollonius.)
We can be unhappily sure that there is much in our text that does not
proceed from Apollonius, and that much of that is perfectly undetectable;
we shall have to live with the knowledge of a certain irreducible minimum
of corruption that may be greater than in most of our authors. But en-
lightened despair need not be absolute. Emendation is not yet played out,
and thanks to the papyri we are somewhat better placed both for identify-
ing corruption and even for removing it.
There is a potential complication. I have talked so far as if, given
alternative readings, one at least of them must be wrong. This is to reckon
without the possibility of author's variants. The notion of author-variants
in general is to my mind somewhat overplayed, but if it is respectable
anywhere, it is respectable in Apollonius. It is possible no longer to put off
the question of the proecdosis. For six passages of bk. i, varying in extent
from one to eight lines, the scholia quote a different version from what is
38 This assumes that no weight is to be attached to L's rjpepos. If that is significant,
however, then the truth is aWdpo? {AI6EP0C^ HPEPOC -^ -qipo? is a one-way
progression). The reading is discussed by Pfeiffer, Kallimachosstudien, 12-13 n. 2, and
W. Ludwig, Gnomon 41 (1969) 256.
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called the TrpoeKSocns, the "prior edition. "39 In three of the six passages
the proecdosis version has a different number of lines. So we shall be
particularly interested to see if the papyri have anything to offer by way of
substantive discrepancies as compared with the medievally transmitted
text. By substantive discrepancies I mean simply differences of an order
comparable with what the scholia report from the proecdosis; these can
be divided into two categories: disparity in the number of lines, and the
radical reworking of an entire verse or group of verses.
The first result is simple enough. There are two cases where papyri
overlap with a passage for which the scholia cite a different version from
the proecdosis, and in neither place does the papyrus have the proecdosis
version.
1.788 f. is partially extant in P.Amh. II 16 (2nd-3rd cent.).'*" 1.801 ff. is
partially extant in P.Oxy. XXXIV 2698 (2nd cent.), a ms. which shows signs
of collation and is therefore witness to the text of at least one ms. other than
its own exemplar.
This is not too surprising, perhaps, but it is a datum worth having. There
is in fact no evidence from the papyri that the proecdosis extended its
peculiarities to the texts in ordinary circulation.
Indeed, there is little to encourage a belief that there were substantially
different versions of the text current in antiquity. The papyri Cvi/tainly do
not. There are two cases in which papyri seem to present a different num-
ber of lines from the transmitted text,'*i but they are both pretty dubious.
39 Ad 1.285, 515) 543' 725, 788, 801. The fourth of these is very fishy. According to the
scholium, the proecdosis was without w. 726 f. : eV rfj npoeKSoaei tu) "rrjs yt-kv prjirepov
Kev" (725 init.) e^ijs eariv "aKpa Se rroptpvpi-q" (728 init.). This results in a nonsensical
sequence. I suspect that 726 f. had been accidentally omitted in the copy available to the
collator, perhaps through homoeomeson : 1 2 litt. + ONKENE 725, 1 1 litt. + CHMENE
727. (The traditional view, still subscribed to by Erbse, Gnomon 88 [1966] 160, is that the
latter half of 725 was different in the proecdosis, but it is hard to believe that the collator
would not have noted it if so, quite apart from the difficulty of devising a half-line that
will give a satisfactory sequence. I find it equally hard to believe, /)ace Frankel, Einleitung 8,
that the omission is original or that it proves anything about the publication of the
proecdosis.)
^ There is a non-significant divergence between the paradosis and the papyrus. The
medieval mss. have Si' avaaraSos (def. A. G. Tsopanakis, Hellenika 15 [1957] 112-121),
but the true reading Bia iraoTdSos, presented by the papyrus, had already been restored
from the Et. Mag.
'•l I do not count obviously accidental omissions, such as that of 1.223 ^^ P.Oxy. 2700
(p. 50 above). Homoearchon is evidently responsible for the omission of 1.1220 in PSI X
1 1 72 (1220 aXXa, 1 22 1 aitlia), near homoeoteleuton for the omission of 1.376 in P.Berol.
1 1690 (375 (paXayyas, 376 (paXay^iv). On 3.739 (om. P.Oxy. IV 690 et codd.) see below
p. 66 f.
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The first is in P.Oxy. XXXIV 2694 (2nd cent.). Between v. 944 and v. 946 of
bk. 2 the papyrus is reported as having not v. 945 {AlytaXov Trpoirav ^fiap
6yLU)s Koi eV -^'/lart vvkto) but two verses and some interhneation, as follows
:
yj(xvT€a[ 944
kPf....[.].[
]-J}iM-V- •[
\^aagvpiria\ 946
The second is P. Mil. Vogl. Ill 121 (4th cent.). After v. 1302 of bk. 3 the
papyrus apparently has remains of three unknown verses, before it breaks off:
\TnTOTa[C\^'q
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that iii6f. must have dropped out by homoeoteleuton {ETIONTO,
EMONTO).^^
(ii) 4.539 o yap oiKLa ^avaidooio
539'* {.tvtOos icov ttot' eVaiev' drap AtVe vrjaov eVeiTa] . . .
547 . . . utt' ocppvoi Nauai^doio
jjp'* adest in m w (L^ inter 540 et 541, praefixis a I?- numeris ad vv. 540 §3g^ 541), deest
in k ignotusque S
Confected when 540-547 fell out, again by homoeoteleuton: see Frankel,
Einleitung 37, and Livrea ad v. 547.
Note the various stages, the same in either case : ( i ) in some ms. or other,
some verses accidentally get left out; (2) a verse is confected to make good
the omission; (3) the ms. with this defective text (a) is collated against a ms.
with the non-defective version (j3) and the a-verse is entered in the margin
of jS; (4) the supernumerary verse penetrates the text (though does not, in
these two cases, permeate the tradition) . We end up with a text fuller than the
original : textual traditions tend to be acquisitive.
So much for the numerus versuum. What about other possible discrepan-
cies? Papyri do once or twice offer divergencies which although of a fairly
minor order do extend beyond a single word.
At 1.347 PSIX.V 1478 (ist cent. b.c. or a.d.) gives ?e'oi tov8' <xpx]o? 6p,iXov,
where the medieval mss. have koL dpx^voi ofidSoio (see Frankel, Noten 69).
And at 3.269 a variant version of the line was quoted in the margin oi P.Oxy.
VI 874 (3rd cent.), introduced by eV r(iolv) ovfroj?) (peperlai: the papyrus
is damaged, so that all we know for certain is that the verse-ending kUv
Al-qrao was common to both versions.
The indirect tradition should have led us to expect occasional divergen-
cies such as these.
At 1
.94, for instance, the mss. give UrjXevg Se 06Lr) eVt Scofxara vate XiaaOecs,
while a Pindaric scholium gives FlrjXevs S' e'v 09lr) ipi^coXaKt, vale Xiaodeis-
This presents a difficult choice; as Frankel observes {Einleitung 45 f.), it can
be argued either way. Assuming ipi^wXaKi to be the true reading: Sai/xara
was written in unwitting error under the influence of the Homeric Sco/xaTa
vale {oLKia vale is more frequent, but -^coXaKi could have triggered Sci/xara),
with Se . . . evi as a subsequent sensus causa alteration. But it is more likely,
I think, that haip-ara is the truth.'*'* epi^wXaKi. could then have got in by un-
conscious reminiscence of Homer, inflected forms of epi^ioXa^ being fairly
common in Homer, and always in this sedes\ but then we have a rather odd
coincidence: 06i-q occurs in the dative only once in Homer (//. 1.155), and
43 This cuts the ground from under the feet of an argument that readings of the
proecdosis leaked out and contaminated the vulgate (cf. esp. Frankel, OCT app. crit. ad
loc, and Einleitung 9).
'*4 At Ap. Rh. fr. 12 (Aea^ov ktiois) 16 we have <l>dir] 8' eV<t> Stu/xara vaioi, but this
would perhaps be a two-edged argument.
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is on that one occasion followed by epi^coXaKi. I suspect that the Homeric
phrase may have been noted in the margin of a ms. of the Apollonian text,
for purposes of comparative exegesis, and then displaced the original lexis just
as an ordinary gloss might.*^ At all events, and v^^hichever is right, enough
has been said to show that there is no need to invoke the proecdosis. That is a
cheap way of cutting the knot.
This, along w^ith the single-word variants, is the extent of instability
among the ancient mss. and between them and the medieval. How much
of this variation should be assigned to the proecdosis ? There is no knowing
for certain, but I should say very little if any. We can draw a clear distinc-
tion between the constant small-scale fluctuation to which what we may
fairly call the standard or vulgate text was liable, and the relatively radical
divergencies of the proecdosis. There is certainly no justification for an
old habit which is coming back into vogue, that of projecting even single-
word alternatives back on to Apollonius himself. We have no reason for
thinking that Apollonius made such small-scale changes; and such
variants as we encounter in the vulgate are all explicable as having arisen
in the course of post-Apollonian transmission. If they are particularly
numerous, that is a reflexion of the particular kind of text that the
Argonautica is: habent sua fata. We might not always be able to decide
between them ourselves, but we are not entitled to use the proecdosis as a
blanket to cover the deficiencies of our critical discrimination.
Interpolations can be as contentious as lacunae and transpositions. But
few would doubt that after 4.348 a verse is interpolated from bk. 2.
ctVe fxiv els irarpos XP^'^^ 86fiov avris iKccveiv
[etre /Lter' dcpveioLO (-ov k) decov (-rjvfort. S) ttoXlv 'Op^ofxevoLo]
el're ('/cat re k) jj^ed^ 'EXXdSa yalav dpiaTijeaaiv eTreodai.
348'* = 2.1 186 {nisi quod hoc loco fiCTo. ^d(€)i-qv pro /xer' acpvei-qv codd.)
Frankel is at a loss to account for the flight of the verse over two books
(Einleitung 36, cf Livrea ad loc), but its presence here is surely due to the
ancient equivalent of a commentator's "cf. 2.1 186." (Frankel's "durch den
Dichter, oder durch Schreiberversehn?" is a rather unreal choice; it cuts
out the middle-man, the scholar.) Other repeated verses are to be similarly
accounted for.
The first line of fr. i of P.Oxy. XXXIV 2691 (ist cent. B.C.) was read as:
^5 The author of the Orphic Argonautica appears to have read epi^wXaKi (131 eVi
€>dir) epijStuAoj), but he could have had a corrupt text. Quintus Smyrnaeus read the corrupt
oK-qSea at 1.556 (cf. Campbell, CQ, 21 [1971] 407).
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It is followed by vv. 349-356. It has since been stated as a matter of fact
that the papyrus is without the interpolated verse. I am not so sure. The
editor made no comment at all, and if he was collating against Frankel's
text he might not have realized what was at stake over the reading of the
single dotted letter. I should rather expect the papyrus to share the
interpolation that is common to the medieval mss., but it need not have
done so.^^
Now an interpolation is in an entirely different class of error from a
lacuna. Interpolations are liable to propagate themselves : they will creep
from margin into text, and from one text into another. Once in, they are
not likely to be rooted out, and they may infiltrate the whole tradition.
Their powers of dissemination are second to none. Lacunae are quite
different creatures. They are not likely either to spread or to be long-lived.
If a lacuna is not put right immediately, from the exemplar, it will be put
right the moment the text is collated with another manuscript. The
presence of lacunae, therefore, is highly significant; they will either be of
recent origin, or be indicative of vertical descent in a closed tradition.
Having said that, I will now contradict it. For there is in all the
medieval mss. a lacuna of a single verse at 3.739, and it is a lacuna that is
shared by P.Oxy. IV 690, a manuscript of the third century. The verse is
supplied from the scholia, and for all the powers of attraction for inter-
polation that are exercised by the ends of speeches, there can be no doubt
that it is genuine.
3.737 ff. (End of speech of Medea)
T^pt Se VTjOV
etaoixai et? 'EKarrj?, deXKTripia cpapfiaKa ravpojv
olaoixevT] ^etvat vvep ov rdSe veiKos opojpev.
738 eiaofiai L^''" et E^'^-: olaojxai codd.
739 V. om. codd. et P.Oxy. IV 6go (HI). Ita S : ev tioi ye'perat yara tov "oiaofiai et? 'EKCcrrjs
deXKTTjpia (papfxaKa ravpojv" km erepos otIxos—"olaofievT] ^eiVoj, o^Trep rdSe veiKOS opcjpe." ev
rial 8e ov (peperai, tu? Kal evravda.
But the omission is obviously due to homoearchon; and the text makes
perfect sense without the verse. More than that: the text makes perfect
sense only without the verse, for ctaofiai was corrupted to otaofxai, (even
before the omission, if the scholium is to be trusted), so that then the
46Postscript : Dr. R. A. Coles has been kind enough to examine the papyrus for me,
and reports that the letter in question "can easily be «." The different corruptions in the
verse at either place suggest that its presence in bk. 4 is of long standing. It would be
interesting to know when the last verse of bk. 2 got put at the end of bk. i (cf. Frankel's
app. crit. ad 1.1363).
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addition of 739 would have made nonsense, and there was a real dis-
incentive to its reintroduction.
There are several passages now extant on papyrus which cover a place
where Frankel suspects a lacuna or transposition. '^'^ In every case the
papyrus in question has the same succession of verses as the medieval mss.
(As do the scholia.) The derangement cannot therefore be attributed to a
defective archetype. Frankel's hypothesis of numerous accidental lacunae
and transpositions has become historically implausible, for one has to date
their origin early, and it is difficult to imagine how a demonstrably
defective text could have been so influential as to effect the removal of
groups of verses from all other texts. Frankel argued on internal grounds,
of course, and he has been opposed by other scholars, notably Erbse, also
arguing on internal grounds. 's The external evidence of the papyri, viewed
in the context of the transmissional process, supports the opposition.
The average reader of the Argonautica concerned himself with textual
matters more than the average reader of the Iliad. A good proportion of
the papyri bear signs not only of correction but also of collation : texts were
compared with one another, and alternative readings, true and false alike,
were entered and spread. Contamination is so ubiquitous as to become
practically a meaningless term. It would be good to know if there were
any fixed points in the tradition at all. There is of course that proecdosis.
But that seems to have been isolated from the main stream; it was recog-
nized as distinct, and must somehow have been safeguarded from vulgate
intrusion, presumably kept esoterically under wraps at Alexandria. It is
true that it was at some stage collated, for we have those scholia comparing
it with the vulgate, but there is no evidence of textual penetration in either
direction.''^ I see the proecdosis as existing in fossilized isolation, and not
impinging in the slightest on the vicissitudes of the vulgate. Of formative
editions we know nothing. The marginal notes attesting other readings
never have a name attached to them (though one or two in the scholia do).
An edition is conventionally credited to Lucillus of Tarrha, on the basis of
a lexicographical reference to him eV rot? 'ApyovavTiKoh; but I doubt
whether this means anything other than his commentary. What scholars
published, I take it, was not texts but hypomnemata: their preferred
readings will have been made known by way of the lemma.
47 1.332-333 PSIX.V 1478 (I/I); 2. 102-103 P.Oxy. IX 11 79 (III); 3-739-740 POxy.
IW e^o {HI); 3.1054-1055 P.Oxy. X 1243 (U); 3.1265 i^. P. Mil. Vogl. Ill 121 (IV); and
I may have missed some.
'•S Erbse also makes the point that the ancient commentaries would have served to
protect the sequence of verses (Rh. Mus. 106 [1963] 229 f.).
^^ Pace Frankel and others. Cf. n. 43 above.
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What we have in antiquity, then, is a dynamic, volatile tradition,
steadily degenerating as false readings succeeded in ousting true; prone to
superficial fluctuation, but reasonably stable in its main outlines, the
number and the succession of the verses.
This leads us to the relation of the medieval mss. to the ancient. The
passage of a text from antiquity to the middle ages is in most authors
characterized by some sort of bottle-neck in the transmission, and
Apollonius is no exception. The number of manuscripts of the ancient
authors, which had been diminishing for some time, was drastically cut
down in the course of the seventh and eighth centuries. The Argonautica
came through. But many mss. of it were lost, and along with them were
lost many readings, not all ofwhich will have been false. There was in fact
an enormous number of readings that did not reach our manuscripts.
Some indication of their quantity—and quality—is provided by the in-
direct tradition, which abounds in otherwise unknown good readings, and
also, of course, by the remnants of ancient mss. themselves, on papyrus and
parchment. Many of these readings will still have been in circulation in
late antiquity. A small scrap of an uncial parchment codex at Strassburg
(unfortunately ofunknown provenance) which is assigned to the eighth or
ninth century has an extremely interesting reading at 3.158 ofwhich there
is no trace in our minuscule mss. 5° One wonders how much more was still
extant at that date which failed to reach the haven of the Second
Hellenism.
That is the first thing, then: a drastic diminution of the range of
readings, entailing an overall textual pejoration. The second thing to note
is the enormous number of readings that by good fortune did succeed in
surviving, to stand side by side in the direct tradition. Details of their
distribution are complex, but its most marked feature is the split between
the two families known as m and w. The earliest member ofm is the famous
Laurentianus gr. 32.9, now assigned a date ca. 960-980, whereas w makes
its first appearance in Laur. gr. 32. 16 (called by Frankel the Soloranus, S),
commissioned by Maximus Planudes and dated 1280. The two families are
often at variance with one another, and in many if not most cases the
reading on either side almost certainly goes back to antiquity.
How to account for the multiplicity of transmitted variants ? One way
would be to suppose that two or more ancient mss. survived the dark ages
to be transliterated in the ninth century or later. This would have the
50 13^ hk 8ieK fieydpoio Aios TtayKapirov akMr\v codd. : Stoj (e*c sscr.) [ifyaXoio 0[ P.
Argentorat. 173. I would read SteK /xeyaAoto 0eoii (with D. N. Levin, Class. Phil. 58 [1963]
107-109).
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advantage of explaining the division between m and w. Another way would
be to suppose the survival of a single ms. liberally equipped with vv. 11.
This is the hypothesis of an ancient archetype. A third way would be to
effect a compromise between these two positions by supposing that two or
more ancient mss. were somehow combined, say in the ninth century, to
form a medieval archetype. None of these is quite right, I think.
Frankel was the first to thread his way through the complexities of the
multitudinous medieval mss. and elucidate their interrelationships. si In his
stemma, which may be found on p. ix of his OCT, he incorporates a
succinct and characteristically rational justification for postulating an
archetype (of whatever date) : he instances two significant and undoubted
errors common to the whole of the medieval tradition—"significant"
meaning of such a kind as would not be committed by two scribes inde-
pendently and of such a kind as would not be deliberately substituted for
the truth (this latter provision is to safeguard against the possibility of
horizontal transmission). One is a sparkling case of a conjecture subse-
quently confirmed by a papyrus (-Tretpo/xev olhyia Kara for the mss'. verbless
Teipoixevoi a/x' irrl at 2.ii27),52 the Other a metrically ruinous omission of
a word convincingly supplied by conjecture.
Absence of such errors would make the hypothesis of an archetype
utterly implausible. Presence of them, though admitted as conclusively
probative by even the most determined opponents of archetypes,^^ is
perhaps not quite so unequivocal. The idea of an archetype for the
Argonautica arouses misgivings. For one thing, the sheer number of
variants makes for some uneasiness. The archetype will have to have had
more variants besides those handed down by its various descendants, for
not all of them will have been caught. 54 And as well as the quantity of
them, there is the matter of their distribution. Ifm and w both derive from
the same archetype-with-variants, why should there have been such a
difference in their choice? Then there are the transmissional problems
associated with other parts of the tradition, the so-called Cretan recension
(k) and to a lesser extent Demetrius Moschus' little cluster of mss. (d).
Though the basic affinity is with L, Frankel postulated access to some lost
51 Nachr. Gott. Ges. d. Wiss. 1929, 163-194.
52 If it were not for the papyrus, no doubt there would still be scholars today ready to
elucidate the mss. reading by invoking either (a) "participle for finite verb" (cf. G. Gian-
grande, ^u Sprachgebrauch Technik und Text des Ap. Rh., 30 f.) or (b) the proecdosis.
53 Cf. e.g., the opening of the chapter "Ci fu sempre un archetipo?" in Pasquali's
Storia della Tradizione e Critica del Testo (p. 15); R. Dawe, Collation and Investigation of
Manuscripts of Aeschylus, 160.
54 Cf. W. S. Barrett, Euripides Hippolytos, p. 58, and more generally, pp. 53-61. I am
much indebted to Barrett's account.
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source as well, and subsequent investigators have endorsed as well as
refined this opinion. ^s It is noticeable that Frankel confines his stemma to
m and w, even though by rights k and d belong in there too by virtue of
their sharing the common errors.
The hypothesis of an archetype, then, puts a certain strain on credulity,
and we shall be glad to abandon it if a more credible alternative is forth-
coming. What we are after is the most plausible account of the medieval
tradition, the account which seems best in accordance at once with the
textual evidence of the extant manuscripts and with the history of books
and scholarship. Its outlines might be somewhat as follows. More than one
ancient manuscript
—
probably parchment codices written in uncial
—
survived the iconoclasm to surface in the ninth century or later. One of
them (maybe more, but only one has left direct descendants) was copied
into minuscule, the other (or one or more of the others) was collated. We
could call the one that was transcribed a manuscrit de base, a base manuscript.
It is a watered-down archetype: not all the readings of the medieval
tradition will derive from it, for some, both true and false, will have come
in from the collated ms(s). The collation(s) will not of course have been
perfect: there will have been errors present in the base manuscript and/or
its apograph which were not present in the ms(s). used for collation and
yet which were left uncorrected.
This is a model of some considerable flexibility. Various collations may
have been made at various stages, and in various parts of the tradition.
If all collation with ancient mss. were complete before any copy was made
of the first minuscule apograph, then we could still speak of a medieval
archetype. But there is no anterior reason for imagining that this is what
would have happened, and the evidence is against it. It is possible, indeed,
that the tradition was unitary, dependent upon a single ancient ms., until
the latter half of the thirteenth century, and that the w tradition is the
product of Maximus Planudes' collation of an ancient codex against a text
of the m tradition (the variants in L itself, if not entered subsequently, will
in that case have been present in the base manuscript). 56 Quite a number
ofrefinements suggest themselves, but I am not concerned here to elaborate
the basic reconstruction, or to bring it more explicitly into relation with
contemporary philological activity, but simply to propose a transmissional
model which may be worthy of consideration as an alternative to the
conventional postulate of an archetype.
55 k: F. Vian, Rev. Hist. Textes 2 (1972) 171-195, and Bude ed., Ixiii-lxv. d (no extra-
stemmatic source?) : G. Speake, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 195 (1969) 90-93, Vian, Bude ed.,
Ixv, Vian and Speake, GRBS 14 (1973) 301-318.
56 Cf. R. Browning, Bull. Inst. Class. Stud. 7 (i960) 16 f.
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Bound up with the history of the text, at least to a degree, is the history of
the scholia. The transmitted scholia, as the subscription in L attests, are an
amalgam from three sources: TrapaKeirai ra axoXia e/c rcuv AovkIWov
Tappaiov Koi EocpoKXeiov kol ©eojvos. Now there is a chunk of text for which
the scholia are missing: 80 verses of bk. i (321-400) are without schoHa.
Clearly the ms. containing the scholia lost the page or pages concerned.
This led Carl Wendel, the excellent editor of the scholia, to assert that they
must have had an independent existence in their conglomerate form, must
have been transmitted on their own, without accompanying text, prior to
their incorporation in the archetype ; and he has been followed by subsequent
scholars. But this cannot be so. An anonymous self-acknowledged conglom-
eration such as this can never have been autonomous. There was never a
separate book of these multi-source cullings. They were collected, directly
from the three discrete hypomnemata, in the margins of a text. For confirma-
tion we have the wording of the subscriptio itself: Trapa/cetrat cannot refer to
an independently existing hypomnema, it must refer to marginal annotation.
The scholia in their transmitted conglomerate form, then, accompanied a
text from the start; and if a portion of them was lost, the corresponding
portion of text was lost along with it. But that portion of text is there, in all the
mss., without a hint of there being anything amiss. Therefore there were at
least two mss., one accompanied by scholia, damaged, and another with the
text intact.
It is most probable that these two mss. were ancient uncial codices which
survived into the middle ages. We can save the hypothesis of an archetype by
putting them either earlier or later, but only at some cost to historical
probability, (i) We could shift back into antiquity the copying out of
amalgamated scholia from the margins of one text into the margins of
another. But this is an activity that will be much more happily assigned to
the age of Photius or Arethas. (2) We could move the whole process of com-
pilation forward into the middle ages, by postulating the survival of the
three commentaries themselves. ^'^ This would seem a rather self-defeating
means of upholding the survival of a single ms. of the Argonautica. (3) Both
mss. could be derived from the hypothetical medieval archetype, which
suffered physical damage before the scholia were copied from it. But this
postulated damage will have to have been inflicted on a precious minuscule
codex in the philologically regenerated century or so before the copying of L:
how much more vulnerable was a sixth-century ms. (say) in its precarious
passage through the next three centuries.
A new account of the history of the text is offered by Vian in the intro-
duction to his 1974 Bude text. Vian has laboured long and hard in the
mss. tradition, and has done much to elucidate the parts of it left
unclarified by Frankel, shedding light in particular on the immediate
57 Zuntz comes closest to this {An Inquiry into the Transmission of the Plays of Euripides,
272 n. 2), but understandably balks at it: he asserts that Sophocleius' commentary
"embodied the comments of the other two," a view which is hard to reconcile with the
wording of the subscriptio.
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ancestry and the progeny of the Protocretensis. I sincerely hope it will not
be thought churlish of me if I ignore these refinements at the lower end of
the stemma and turn instead to the upper end.
Vian's stemma is more comprehensive than Frankel's; nothing is left
out. It is to be found on p. Ixxxv of his edition.
Vian demands even more of his archetype than does Frankel. It already
staggers under the weight of the variants of the direct tradition, and now
Vian, far from being concerned to relieve it of some of this load, burdens
it still further by piling on to it all the readings of the indirect tradition as
well. This, to be frank, is an absurdity. The indirect tradition is as rich as
the papyri in readings unknown to the direct tradition, and is clearly a
reflexion of the same state of affairs as is evidenced by the papyri. The
lexicographers, at first or second or third hand, utilized the ancient
commentaries. There is no reason on earth to imagine that their readings
are derived from a single source, let alone that that source was the same
ms. from which (allegedly) derive all the extant medieval manuscripts of
the text.
X never existed; nor did W; and it is far from sure that Q did either.
The upper reaches of Vian's stemma imply altogether too rigid a view of
the early history of the text, one which takes no account of the fluidity of
the transmissional process. The text was in a constant state of flux, and to
apply stemmatics to the premedieval tradition is a waste of time.
To end where we began, with P.Oxy. 2700. In three instances the
medieval mss. are split and the papyrus agrees with one of the transmitted
readings. The editor noted that in two of the three cases, avepiiftaro 214
and e'oto 225, the papyrus agrees with the same branch of the tradition,
and he suggested that we are perhaps to see a "slight leaning" towards this
branch in the papyrus. Now I am not sure what this means. If the two
readings in question were false, as Frankel believed when he compiled his
OCT, this partial concord could conceivably be taken as evidence, how-
ever fragile, that the w tradition had some sort of distinct existence in
antiquity (which would be interesting indeed). But the papyrus editor
believes that they are true readings; and the day has yet to dawn when
agreement in truth establishes affiliation between one ms. and another.
Even in a closed tradition it would be virtually meaningless just to cata-
logue agreements between papyrus and medieval mss., but it is done by
even the best editors. The most extreme application of the approach is to
be found in a recent article which reaches the conclusion that the m and w
hyparchetypes each antedates the third century^s—a conclusion that might
58 F. Pinero, Stadia Papyrologica 14 (1975) 109-1 18.
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have led the author to take a more critical look at the way it was arrived at.
All that indiscriminate lists of agreement prove is that the readings in
question are ancient, which is valuable if they were thought not to be,^^
but not otherwise. Since true readings are by definition ancient, this does
not get us much further forward. But even if we confine ourselves to
agreement in error, I cannot see that it is very likely to help us in a textual
tradition as manifestly jumbled as that of the Argonautica in antiquity.
There are errors in the medieval mss., either in all or in some of them, that
occur too in ancient mss. (i.e., papyri) j^o but their distribution is not
systematic, but more or less random, as indeed we would expect it to be,
given the situation we see exemplified in the ancient mss. With the inter-
action between one ms. and another that is directly attested by the
presence of alternative readings in a single ms., false readings are not going
to be magically protected from diffusion. Any attempt to trace lines of
transmission, Ueberlieferungslinien, is practically doomed to failure,
because stemmatic relationships are disrupted the moment one text is
collated with another. It will never be possible to unravel different strands
of tradition, for the simple reason that there are no such strands to unravel.
University of California, Los Angeles
59 When literary papyri first came on the scene, their scattered agreement was perti-
nently adduced to justify editorial eclecticism against undue reliance on a single ms.
(of. e.g., Grenfell, JHS 39 [1919] 35 f-)-
^ Throughout this paper I have used "manuscript" to mean "manuscript." This, as
I am belatedly reminded, is an unorthodox usage, but it is one which is commended by
more than mere pedantry', if it serves to temper reverence for "the manuscripts."
